
Framing Focus

Super Size It!

Framing large collectibles is a challenge, but we

always have the solution. There are many ways to

frame oversized collectibles, including shadowboxes

and unique display showcases. No matter what you may

have to frame, we can create a design for you that will fit

into your home or office décor.

A prominent display can be the focal point of any

room. Memorabilia is often a ideal candidate for framing.

Valuable autographed photographs along with other

items—jerseys, footballs, baseball bats, tennis racquets,

uniforms, flags—can be creatively framed using imagina-

tive techniques. We will consider room size and how

large a space the framed item should fill as well as the

preservation requirements for the piece.

Signed letters, autographed photos, and even cloth-

ing can all be displayed in an interesting way. For

instance, a signed letter from LBJ along with his

Stetson hat make a fabulous presentation. Dis-

played in an acrylic box, all the items are pre-

served and protected from the environment. This

makes quite an impressive piece for an office or

corporate hallway. 

Use your imagination as well.  Anything and

everything can be framed—even your child’s old

cast from a broken arm. Why not chronicle the

event with explanatory captions plaques set below

the casts? That is truly a one-of-kind custom made

shadowbox that becomes a piece of family history.

We welcome your unique oversized items and

are up for the challenge. Stop by our design count-

er and let us show you how your treasures can be

designed to fit your decor and create memories to

last a lifetime.  ■

The creatively designed acrylic showcase not only promi-
nently displays the LBJ photograph and Stetson hat, it 
preserves it as well.

The
shadowbox,
contains four casts and 
caption plates along with 
two photos of the child.




